Scott, a survivor of non-Hodgkin lymphoma, credits his wife Charlene for beating cancer. Together, the couple embarked upon a mission of curing cancer by helping to raise millions of dollars for cancer research, helping people directly through education and patient advocacy, raising public awareness through event organizing and media appearances, forging partnerships with companies, patients, and health care providers, and engaging in public policy advocacy. Beating the Odds book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. BOOK DESCRIPTION This is a passionate, emotionally charged, and poignant... He offers hope for other cancer patients in his discussion of the role of Ayurveda medicine and complimentary therapies in his survival and shares some enlightenment about how his relationship with God changed during and after the course of his treatment. ...more. Get A Copy, Amazon. The book is written in an easy to read and easy to understand format. There is an uplifting tone and encouragement throughout the story which gives hope to others. An added bonus is a place to enter your own cancer diary of diagnosis, treatments and follow-up. A must read for anyone diagnosed with cancer or if you have a friend or family member with cancer. Read more. Helpful. Beating Cancer. 3,870 likes Â· 5 talking about this. A California couple find healing from cancer with integrative therapies and natural treatments. We'd... As you think about those special gifts for your loved ones, consider giving the inspirational story contained in the Healed, Healthy and Whole book that has helped thousands in their battle with cancer. Wishing you the blessings of the season! https://healedhealthyandwhole.com/two-hhw-books-for-the-prå£/ Beating Cancer. 1 October 2018 Â·.